Fringe pattern analysis using deep learning
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Abstract. In many optical metrology techniques, fringe pattern analysis is the central algorithm for recovering the underlying phase distribution from the recorded fringe patterns. Despite extensive research efforts for decades, how to extract the desired phase information, with the highest possible accuracy, from the minimum number of fringe patterns remains one of the most challenging open problems. Inspired by recent successes of deep learning techniques for computer vision and other applications, we demonstrate for the first time, to our knowledge, that the deep neural networks can be trained to perform fringe analysis, which substantially enhances the accuracy of phase demodulation from a single fringe pattern. The effectiveness of the proposed method is experimentally verified using carrier fringe patterns under the scenario of fringe projection profilometry. Experimental results demonstrate its superior performance, in terms of high accuracy and edge-preserving, over two representative single-frame techniques: Fourier transform profilometry and windowed Fourier transform profilometry.
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increasingly richer functionality and has shown great success in numerous applications for which data are abundant.\textsuperscript{10,11} In this letter, we demonstrate experimentally for the first time, to our knowledge, that the use of a deep neural network can substantially enhance the accuracy of phase demodulation from a single fringe pattern. To be concrete, the networks are trained to predict several intermediate results that are useful for the calculation of the phase of an input fringe pattern. During the training of the networks, we capture PS fringe images of various scenes to generate the training data. The training label (ground truth) of each training datum is a pair of intermediate results calculated from the PS algorithm. After appropriate training, the neural network can blindly take only one input fringe pattern and output the corresponding estimates of these intermediate results with high fidelity. Finally, a high-accuracy phase map can be retrieved through the arctangent function with the intermediate results estimated through deep learning. Experimental results on fringe projection profilometry confirm that this deep-learning-based method is able to substantially improve the quality of the retrieved phase from only a single fringe pattern, compared to state-of-the-art methods.

Here, the network configuration is inspired by the basic process of most phase demodulation techniques, which is briefly recalled as follows. The mathematical form of a typical fringe pattern can be represented as

$$I(x,y) = A(x,y) + B(x,y) \cos \phi(x,y),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \(I(x,y)\) is the intensity of the fringe pattern, \(A(x,y)\) is the background intensity, \(B(x,y)\) is the fringe amplitude, and \(\phi(x,y)\) is the desired phase distribution. Here, \(x\) and \(y\) refer to the pixel coordinates. In most phase demodulation techniques, the background intensity \(A(x,y)\) is regarded as a disturbance term and should be removed from the total intensity. Then a wrapped phase map is recovered from an inverse trigonometric function whose argument is a ratio for which the numerator characterizes the phase sine \([\sin \phi(x,y)]\) and the denominator characterizes the phase cosine \([\cos \phi(x,y)]\):

$$\phi(x,y) = \arctan \frac{M(x,y)}{D(x,y)} = \arctan \frac{cB(x,y)\sin \phi(x,y)}{cB(x,y)\cos \phi(x,y)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \(c\) is a constant dependent on the phase demodulation algorithm (e.g., in FT \(c = 0.5\), in N-step PS \(c = N/2\)), and \(M(x,y)\) and \(D(x,y)\) represent the shorthand for the numerator and denominator terms, respectively. Note that the signs of \(M(x,y)\) and \(D(x,y)\) can be further used to uniquely define a quadrant for each calculation of \(\phi(x,y)\). With the four-quadrant phasor space, the phase values at each point can be determined modulo \(2\pi\).

In order to emulate the process above, two different convolutional neural networks (CNN) are constructed, which are connected cascadedly according to Fig. 1. The first convolutional neural network (CNN1) uses the raw fringe pattern \(I(x,y)\) as input and estimates the background intensity \(A(x,y)\) of the fringe pattern. With the estimated background image \(A(x,y)\) and the original fringe image \(I(x,y)\), the second convolutional neural network (CNN2) is trained to predict the numerator \(M(x,y)\) and the denominator \(D(x,y)\) of the arctangent function, which are fed into the subsequent arctangent function [Eq. (2)] to obtain the final phase distribution \(\phi(x,y)\).

To generate the ground truth data used as the label to train the two convolutional neural networks, the phase retrieval is achieved by using the N-step PS method. The corresponding \(N\) PS fringe patterns acquired can be represented as

$$I_n(x,y) = A(x,y) + B(x,y) \cos[\phi(x,y) - \delta_n],$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where the index \(n = 0,1,\ldots,N-1\), and \(\delta_n\) is the phase shift that equals \(2\pi n/N\). With the orthogonality of trigonometric functions, the background intensity can be obtained as

$$A(x,y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} I_n(x,y).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

With the least square method, the phase can be calculated as

$$\phi(x,y) = \arctan \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} I_n(x,y) \sin \delta_n}{\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} I_n(x,y) \cos \delta_n},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Thus, the numerator and the denominator of the arctangent function in Eq. (2) can be expressed as

\[\text{Flowchart of the proposed method where two convolutional networks (CNN1 and CNN2) and the arctangent function are used together to determine the phase distribution. For CNN1 (in red), the input is the fringe image } I(x,y), \text{ and the output is the estimated background image } A(x,y). \text{ For CNN2 (in green), the inputs are the fringe image } I(x,y) \text{ and the background image } A(x,y) \text{ predicted by CNN1, and the outputs are the numerator } M(x,y) \text{ and the denominator } D(x,y). \text{ The numerator and denominator are then fed into the arctangent function to calculate the phase } \phi(x,y).\]
M(x, y) = \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} I_n(x, y) \sin \delta_n = \frac{N}{2} B(x, y) \sin \phi(x, y), \quad (6)

D(x, y) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} I_n(x, y) \cos \delta_n = \frac{N}{2} B(x, y) \cos \phi(x, y). \quad (7)

The expressions above show that the numerator $M(x, y)$ and the denominator $D(x, y)$ are closely related to the original fringe pattern in Eq. (1) through a quasilinear relationship with the background image $A(x, y)$. Thus, $M(x, y)$ and $D(x, y)$ can be learned by deep neural networks with ease given the knowledge of $A(x, y)$, which justifies our network. It should be noted that the simple input–output network structure [linking fringe pattern $I(x, y)$ to phase $\phi(x, y)$ directly] performs poorly in our case since it is difficult to follow the phase wraps ($2\pi$ jumps) in the phase map precisely. Therefore, instead of estimating the phase directly, our deep neural networks are trained to predict the intermediate results, i.e., the numerator and the denominator of the arctangent function in Eq. (2), to obtain a better phase estimate. To further validate the superiority of the proposed method, an ablation analysis is presented in Sec. 6 of the Supplementary Material, in which three methods that (1) estimate the phase $\phi(x, y)$ directly; (2) predict $D(x, y)$ and $M(x, y)$ without $A(x, y)$; and (3) calculate $A(x, y)$, $D(x, y)$, and $M(x, y)$ simultaneously are compared experimentally. The comparative results indicate that our method is more advantageous in phase reconstruction accuracy than others.

To further reveal the internal structure of the two networks, the diagrams of the two convolutional neural networks are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The labeled dimensions of the layers or the blocks show the size of their output data. The input of CNN1 is a raw fringe pattern with $W \times H$ pixels. It is then successively processed by a convolutional layer, a group of residual blocks (containing four residual blocks) and two convolutional layers. The last layer estimates the gray values of the background image. With the predicted background intensity and the raw fringe pattern, as shown in Fig. 3, CNN2 calculates the numerator and denominator terms. In CNN2, the input data having two channels are downsampled by $\times 1$ and $\times 2$ in two different paths. In the second path, the data are first downsampled for a high-level perception and then upsampled to match the original dimensions. With the two-scale data flow paths, the network can perceive more surface details for both the numerator and the denominator. We provide additional details about the architectures of our networks in Supplementary Sec. 3.

The performance of the proposed approach was demonstrated under the scenario of fringe projection profilometry. The experiment consisted of two steps: training and testing. In order to obtain the ground truth of training data, 12-step PS patterns with spatial frequency $f = 160$ were created and projected by our projector (DLP 4100, Texas Instruments) onto various objects. The fringe images were captured simultaneously by a CMOS camera (V611, Vision Research Phantom) of 8-bit pixel depth and of resolution 1280 $\times$ 800. Training objects with different materials, colors, and reflectivity are preferable to enhance the generalization capability of the proposed method. Also, analogous to traditional approaches of fringe analysis that require fringes with enough signal-to-noise ratio or without saturated pixels, the proposed method prefers objects without very dark or shiny surfaces. Our training dataset is collected from 80 scenes. It consists of 960 fringe patterns and the corresponding ground truth data that are obtained by a 12-step PS method (see Supplementary Secs. 1 and 2 for details about the optical setup and the collection of training data). Since one of the inputs of CNN2 is the output of CNN1, CNN1 was trained first and CNN2 was trained with the predicted background intensities and captured fringe patterns. These two
neural networks were implemented using the TensorFlow framework (Google) and were computed on a GTX Titan graphics card (NVIDIA). To monitor during training the accuracy of the neural networks on data that they have never seen before, we created a validation set including 144 fringe images from 12 scenes that are separate from the training scenarios. Additional details on the training of our networks are provided in Supplementary Sec. 3.

To test the trained neural networks versus classic single-frame approaches (i.e., FT\(^5\) and WFT\(^6\)), we measured a scene containing two isolated plaster models, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Compared with the right model, the left one has a more complex surface, e.g., the curly hair and the high-bridged nose. Note that this scenario was never seen by our neural networks during the training stage. The trained CNN\(^1\) using Fig. 4(a) as an input predicted a background intensity as shown in Fig. 4(b). From the enlarged views, we can see that the fringes have been removed completely through the deep neural network. Then, the trained CNN\(^2\) took the fringe pattern and the predicted background intensity as inputs and estimated the numerator \(M(x, y)\) and the denominator \(D(x, y)\); results are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. The phase was calculated by Eq. (2) and is shown in Fig. 4(e). In order to evaluate the quality of the estimated phase more easily, we unwrapped it by multifrequency temporal phase unwrapping,\(^{12}\) in which additional phase maps of fringe patterns of different frequencies were computed with PS algorithm and were then used to unwrap the phase obtained through deep learning. To demonstrate the accuracy of the unwrapped phase, the phase error was calculated against a reference phase map, which was obtained by the 12-step PS method and was unwrapped with the same strategy.

Figures 5(a)–5(c) show the overall absolute phase errors of these approaches, and the calculated mean absolute error (MAE) of each method is listed in Table 1. Note that the adjustable parameters (e.g., the window size) in FT and WFT have been carefully tuned in order to get the best results possible. The result of FT shows the most prominent phase distortion as well as the largest MAE of 0.20 rad. WFT performed better than FT, with fewer errors for both models (MAE 0.19 rad). Among these approaches, the proposed deep-learning-based method demonstrates the least error, which is 0.087 rad. Furthermore, after the training stage, our method becomes fully automatic and does not require a manual parameter search to optimize its performance. To compare the error maps in detail, the phase errors of two complex areas are presented in Fig. 5(d): the hair of the left model and the skirt of the right one. From Fig. 5(d), obvious errors can be observed in the results of FT and WFT, which are mainly concentrated in the boundaries or abrupt depth-changing regions. By contrast, our approach greatly reduced the phase distortion, demonstrating its significantly improved performance in measuring objects with discontinuities and isolated complex surfaces. To further test and compare the performance of our technique with FT and WFT, Sec. 7 of the Supplementary Material details the measurements of more kinds of objects, which also shows that our method is superior to FT and WFT in terms of phase reconstruction accuracy.

For a more intuitive comparison, we converted the unwrapped phase into 3-D rendered geometries through stereo triangulation,\(^{13}\) as shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) shows that the reconstructed result from FT features many grainy distortions, which are mainly due to the inevitable spectral leakage and overlapping in the frequency domain. Compared with FT, the

![Fig. 4](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Advanced-Photonics/advancedphotonics/025001-4/025001-4.pdf)
WFT reconstructed the objects with more smooth surfaces but failed to preserve the surface details, e.g., the eyes of the left model and the wrinkles of the skirt of the right model, as can be seen in Fig. 6(b). Among these reconstructions, the deep-learning-based approach yielded the highest-quality 3-D reconstruction [Fig. 6(c)], which almost visually reproduced the ground truth data [Fig. 6(d)] where 12-step PS fringe patterns were used.

It should be further mentioned that, in the above experiment, the carrier frequency of the fringe pattern is an essential factor affecting the performance of FT and WFT, which was set sufficiently high \( f = 160 \) in order to yield results with reasonable accuracy and spatial resolution. However, it can be troublesome for them to analyze the fringe patterns where the carrier frequency is relatively low. As shown in Sec. 4 of the Supplementary Material, the reconstruction quality of FT and WFT degraded to 0.28 and 0.26 rad when the carrier frequency was reduced to 60. By contrast, our method produced a consistently more accurate phase reconstruction with the phase error of 0.10 rad. In addition, to find appropriate patterns, we suggest choosing a fringe with high frequency and adequate density, but which will not affect the contrast of captured patterns. Section 5 of the Supplementary Material provides detailed information on the selection of the optimal frequency for the network training.

Finally, to quantitatively determine the accuracy of the learned phase after converting to the desired physical quantity, i.e., 3-D shape of the object, we measured a pair of standard ceramic spheres whose shapes have been calibrated based on a coordinate measurement machine. Figure 7(a) shows the tested ceramic spheres. Their radii are 25.398 and 25.403 mm, respectively, and their center-to-center distance is 100.069 mm. We calculated the 3-D point cloud from the phase obtained by the proposed method and then fitted the 3-D points into the sphere model. The reconstructed result is shown in Fig. 7(b), where the “jet” colormap is used to represent the data values of reconstruction errors. The radii of reconstructed spheres are 25.413 and 25.420 mm, with deviations of 15 and 17 \( \mu \text{m} \), respectively. The measured center-to-center distance is 100.048 mm, with an error of \(-21 \mu \text{m}\). As the measured dimensions are very close to the ground truth, this experiment

### Table 1 Phase error of FT, WFT, and our method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>WFT</th>
<th>Our</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAE (rad)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig 5** Comparison of the phase error of different methods: (a) FT, (b) WFT, (c) our method, and (d) magnified views of the phase error for two selected complex regions.

**Fig 6** Comparison of the 3-D reconstruction results for different methods: (a) FT, (b) WFT, (c) our method, and (d) ground truth obtained by the 12-step PS profilometry.
demonstrates that our method not only provides reliable phase information using only a single fringe pattern but also facilitates high-accuracy single-shot 3-D measurements.

In this letter, we have demonstrated how deep learning significantly improves the accuracy of phase demodulation from a single fringe pattern. Compared with existing single-frame approaches, this deep-learning-based technique provides a framework in fringe analysis by rapidly predicting the background image and estimating the numerator and the denominator for the arctangent function, resulting in high-accuracy edge-preserving phase reconstruction without any human intervention. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been verified using carrier fringe patterns under the scenario of fringe projection profilometry. We believe that, after appropriate training with different types of data, the proposed network framework or its derivation should also be applicable to other forms of fringe patterns (e.g., exponential phase fringe patterns or closed fringe patterns) and other phase measurement techniques for immensely promising applications.
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